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Marshall Memorial Fountain Ceremony

2013-November-14 11:45 AM 120 minutes

In honor of the 75 men and women lost in the Marshall University football team plane crash on 
November 14, 1970, WMUL hosted coverage of the University’s 43rd Memorial Fountain Ceremony. 

There were many speakers at the event, featuring Marshall SGA president EJ Hassan, president Steven J. 
Kopp, Chief of Staff Matt Turner, and keynote speaker John Proctor.

Proctor lost his parents during the plane crash and even though he was not old enough to remember the 
crash, it directly affected the rest of his life. 

Proctor said thanks to everyone in attendance for being so thoughtful to him and the rest of his family

 Hosted by WMUL Automation Director Braxton Crisp and Promotions Director Amanda Reesman. 

Aircheck

Adam Nedeff Interview

2013-October-10 3:00 PM 30 minutes

Marshall graduate and former Huntington resident, as well as former area Disc Jockey Adam Nedeff, 
discusses his new book ‘Quizmaster: The Life and Times and Fun and Games of Bill Cullen.” 

Cullen, the legendary game show host, hosted more game shows than any other person in show business. 

Nedeff is very passionate for game shows and as he revealed in the interview, received the inspiration to 
write the book from celebrity talk show host Conan O’Brien.  

Nedeff also spoke about some of his other jobs in California. He and several business partners decided to 
create a business for parties and events. Nedeff and his partners will recreate the set of a classic game 
show on location and host the party. Nedeff says the favorite game is "The Price is Right."

Nedeff worked as a DJ for WMUL-FM during his time at Marshall. 

Hosted by WMUL-FM Program Director Kyle Gibson.

Jane Nicholas Interview

December 5, 2013
December 9, 2013

12:00 PM
3:00 PM

30 Minutes
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December 10, 2013 3:00 PM
Huntington area community member Jane Nicholas sits down with WMUL-FM Program Director Kyle 
Gibson to discuss her career and life in music. Nicholas grew up in Milton, WV and knew from an early 
age that she wanted to spend her life working in music. After she arrived at Marshall, she joined professor 
Jane Hopson and started to learn more about the world of music. 

Hopson persuaded Nicholas to audition for the Metropolitan Opera audition as a freshman, just for 
experience. In her first audition, Nicholas finished third in the competition. In her second year, Nicholas 
finished second. She tried to win the award her final year and succeeded, beating out students all across 
the state, including students from heavily favored WVU. 

After college, Nicholas went to the state of New York to pursue more experience in opera. Her reputation 
allowed her a spot in the Lake George opera. Overall, Nicholas appeared in over 25 different operas and 
performed in New York for over ten seasons, performing alongside Broadway stars and great directors. 

Nicholas received her degree in music education and took to a career teaching students about her passion 
of music. 

Nicholas worked as a teacher in the tri state area for over 35 years. Now retired, she continues to 
substitute teach on occasion. Nicholas says the arts are important for all children in school and says that 
all kids are not meant to be computer scientists and that music is really what makes the world go down 
and emphasizes an arts education. 

Campus Concern

Campus Concern With Marshall Student Government Association

2013-October-24 5:30 PM 30 minutes

Discussion of Marshall Student Government events and Huntington community happenings. 

Featuring Marshall University featuring SGA president E.J. Hassan and SGA executives Tyrell Carlton 
and McKenzie Cooley. 

Hosted by WMUL-FM Executive Director Laura Hatfield. Executive Produced by WMUL-FM Training 
Coordinator Adam Rogers. 

Campus Concern With Marshall Student Government Association

2013-November-07 5:30 PM 30 minutes

Discussion of Marshall Student Government events and Huntington community happenings. 

Featuring Marshall University featuring SGA president E.J. Hassan and SGA executive Jordan 
Wooldridge. 

Hosted by WMUL-FM Executive Director Laura Hatfield. Executive Produced by WMUL-FM Training 
Coordinator Adam Rogers. 

Making Contact

#39-13 / 130924 Women Rising 23: La Via Campesina
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14 October 2013 9:00 AM 30 minutes

We profile women of La Via Campesina, the global peasant movement celebrating 20 years of grassroots 
activism, for sustainable farming, land rights and social justice.  Canadian Nettie Wiebe fights to keep 
seeds in the hands of small farmers.  From the US, Dina Hoff takes on climate change and trade 
agreements. Elizabeth Mpufo of Zimbabwe raises issues facing women.  And Japan’s Ayumi 
Kinezuka shares the effects of the Fukishima nuclear disaster on her organic farm.This show was 
produced by the Women Rising Radio Project.

#40-13 / 131001 Living Downstream

21 October 2013 9:00 AM 30 minutes

Renowned biologist Sandra Steingraber has made fighting environmentally induced cancers her lifes 
work. Steingraber’s book, Living Downstream, has been turned into a movie chronicling a year in her life 
trying to create a world free of cancer causing toxics. On this edition, we hear excerpts of the 
documentary film, Living Downstream. Special thanks to The People’s Picture Company for allowing us 
to excerpt the film ‘Living Downstream’.

#42-13 / 131015 Hawaii: A Voice for Sovereignty

28 October 2013 9:00 AM 30 minutes

Some call it “Paradise”, but Hawaii isn’t just a tourist getaway. Look beyond the resorts, and you’ll find a 
history of opposition to US occupation. From sacred sites, to indigenous language, Hawaiians are fighting 
hard to protect their traditions, and their future. On this edition we hear excerpts from the 2012 film by 
Catherine Bauknight “Hawaii: A Voice for Sovereignty,” which explores the history of Hawaii – from the 
beginning of the US occupation up to statehood and the present day.

#43-13 / 131022 Drones: A New Death from Above

4 November 2013 9:00 AM 30 minutes

It’s being sold as a cleaner way to wage war. But unmanned military drones are wreaking havoc in 
Pakistan, Afghanistan and elsewhere. On this edition, we bring you voices from Pakistan of families 
destroyed by drone strikes. And we hear from Medea Benjamin and other activists who are working to 
build a global movement against this controversial military technology, which accelerated after 9/11.

#44-13 / 131029 Into Eternity

11 November 2013 9:00 AM 30 minutes

Our world is generating more and more nuclear waste, but have no permanent place to dispose of it.  But 
the nation of Finland has a plan. They’re building an underground cave, to hold thousands of tones of 
nuclear waste, for at least 100 thousand years.  On this edition, we hear excerpts of the film, “Into 
Eternity”, which explores the logistical and philosophical quandries around the construction of something 
that if it works, might very well outlast the entire human race. Special thanks to Specialty Studios.

#45-13 / 131105 Behind the Kitchen Door: Restaurant Workers’ Fight for Justice
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18 November 2013
25 November 2013

9:00 AM 30 minutes

Americans eat out more than any other people. But the workers who put food on our restaurant tables are 
struggling to feed themselves and their families. On this edition, Saru Jayaraman, co-director of the 
Restaurant Opportunities Centers United and author of “Behind the Kitchen Door” makes the case for 
bringing justice to restaurants and how ordinary diners can help.

#47-13 / 131129 Atomic States of America: The Rise and Fall of Nuclear Energy

02 December 2013 9:00 PM 30 minutes

While countries like Japan, Italy and Germany begin to phase out their use of nuclear energy, the US aims 
to build the first new nuclear power plant in nearly thirty years. We hear excerpts from the film The 
Atomic States of America , which chronicles the rise of nuclear energy, the high price some communities 
have paid for it, and how the U.S. is pushing to redefine nuclear as green to meet our energy demand.

Special thanks to Specialty Studios.

Radio Curious

130903 Regaining Control of Funerals and Burials Part One

14 October 2013 9:30 AM 30 minutes

 Radio Curious discusses the rights of families to care for their dead and the funeral industry in this two 
part interview with Lisa Carlson and Joshua Slocum, co-author's of “Final Rights: Reclaiming the 
American Way of Death.”

130910 Regaining Control of Funerals and Burials Part Two

21 October 2013 9:30 AM 30 minutes

Radio Curious brings you part-two of a conversation on funerals and burials in the United States. Our 
guest is Josh Slocum, the Executive Director of Funeral Consumers Alliance, and co-author, with Lisa 
Carlson, of “Final Rights: Reclaiming the American Way of Death.”

131022 A Navajo Elder Remembered: Leonard Benally

28 October 2013 9:30 AM 30 minutes

 Radio Curious assistant producer Christina Aanestad speaks with Leonard Benally, a Navajo elder who 
shares his life's experiences of growing up and resisting relocation from his homeland on the Navajo-Hopi 
reservations in an area called Big Mountain, Arizona. He died on October 11, 2013.

131029 The Day of the Dead

04 November 2013 9:30 AM 30 minutes

The Day of the Dead, as it's celebrated in Mexico is the subject of this archive edition of Radio Curious, 
in conversation with Gregorio Luke, the cultural attache of the Republic of Mexico in 1997.

131104 Organic Grapes, Wine and Charlie Barra
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11 November 2013 9:30 AM 30 minutes

Radio Curious visits with Charlie Barra, the founder of Barra of Mendocino Organic Wines.

130430 We Still Live Here: Revival of the Wampanoag Language 

18 November 2013
25 November 2013

9:30 AM 30 minutes

Radio Curious visits with Anne Makepeace, the writer and director of the documentary film, “We Still 
Live Here,” which chronicles the movement to reclaim the lost Native American language of the 
Wampanoag people.

131119 Latkes & Turkeys: A Holiday Special

02 December 2013 9:30 AM 30 minutes

Radio Curious discusses Hanukkah and Thanksgiving, two holidays which intersect this year. Our guests 
are Mark Binder, author of “A Hanukkah Present!” and Sociology Professor Hugo Freund who discusses 
the history of Thanksgiving in the United States.

The Bioneers

#13-01 Regeneration: Wisdom of the Wild, Generosity of the Heart

14 October 2013 10:00 AM 30 minutes

What we're trying to do is not about winning, it's about losing, and it's about losing this burden of having 
to make it, to be rich, to be comfortable, to be seen, to be famous, to be followed, to be friended, to be 
known. We don't need all that because it's an upside down world and the winners are the losers. And what 
we lose is the delusion and suffering that we are here on Earth for ourselves. That is such a delusion, you 
know. Takers suffer always.

“For the first time in history, a civilization -- its people, companies, and governments -- is trying to arrest 
the downspin and understand how to live on Earth, a watershed in human existence.” Globally renowned 
social entrepreneur and author Paul Hawken eloquently portrays how we will win a sustainable future by 
losing the delusion we’re here on Earth for ourselves alone.

#13-02 The New Abolitionists: Farewell, Fossil Fuels

21 October 2013 10:00 AM 30 minutes

I don't want to write words that fill jail cells, and yet it is my abiding responsibility to protect my children 
from harm and plan for their future. And my neighbors feel the same way. If the air, food and water out of 
which our children's bodies are constructed are contaminated, we can't do our job as parents. If the day 
comes when I can be a better mother inside of jail than outside, I will be that mother. - Sandra Steingraber

Facing climate disruption, it’s imperative to fast-forward the transition to power civilization on clean 
energy. The growing global movement to transition off fossil fuels is challenging the fossil fuel industry 
and its political domination. Renowned author and activist Bill McKibben and award-winning biologist 
and author Sandra Steingraber illuminate the frontlines of these New Abolitionists.

#13-03 Disruptive Design: What Good Looks Like

28 October 2013 10:00 AM 30 minutes

Aligning business with biology, disruptive design uses systems thinking to create models that show what 
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“good” really looks like. Two winners of the 2012 Buckminster Fuller Challenge Award — visionary 
architect Jason McLennan of the acclaimed Living Building Challenge and entrepreneur

Cheryl Dahle of The Future of Fish — demonstrate breakthrough systems designs that can transform 
major industries, create a healthy sustainable environment and make life beautiful and fun.

#13-04 In Pursuit of Happiness: Becoming Beloved Community

04 November 2013 10:00 AM 30 minutes

Can humanity overcome divisions such as race, class, nation, religion, and gender roles to come together 
to solve the planetary emergency that threatens our common home? Civil liberties and legal scholar John 
A. Powell and social justice advocate Grace Bauer show how Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s vision of 
“beloved community” can overcome conflict, separation and the burdens of history to transcend our fear 
of the “Other” and work together to heal our societies and the Earth.

#13-05 Betting Big on a Dream: Coming Home to a “We” Culture 

11 November 2013 10:00 AM 30 minutes

Given the extreme economic disenfranchisement of Native American tribes, being an Indian in modern 
times has given rise to Indian casinos. Chairman Greg Sarris of the Federated Indians of Graton 
Rancheria found himself staring down the barrel of massive community resistance. Was it possible to 
create a casino that would uphold traditional values and benefit the land and local community? You 
wouldn’t want to bet against him.

#13-06 Amazon Visions: Saving the Heart of the Planet

18 November 2013
25 November 2013

10:00 AM 30 minutes

If the rate of destruction doesn’t change, by the year 2020 most of the Amazon ecosystem – the lungs of 
the planet - will be destroyed or irreparably damaged. But not if these visionary leaders can help it. 
Amazon Watch founder Atossa Soltani has supported local indigenous peoples to protect the rainforest 
and their lifeways. Legendary rainforest champion Marina Silva, Brazil’s past Minister of the 
Environment and Presidential candidate, offers deep wisdom and vision.

#13-07 One Percent Solutions: Climate Disruptions, Fossil Billionaires and  Democracy 
Deficits 

2 December 2013 10:00 AM 30 minutes

Conspicuous climate disruption is here now. At the same time, a global super-elite of fossil fuel mega-
billionaires has clinched a political stranglehold on American democracy, energy policies and politics. 
How can these rogue financial titans be stopped? Activist Victor Menotti, legal scholar John A. Powell, 
and author and political operative Steven Hill outline strategies for rapid transformative change.


